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Abstract Multiband chorus waves, where the frequency of upper band chorus is about twice that of lower
band chorus, have recently been reported based on THEMIS observations. The generation ofmultiband chorus
waves is attributed to the mechanism of lower band cascade, where upper band chorus is excited via the
nonlinear coupling process between lower band chorus and the associated density mode with the frequency
equal to that of lower band chorus. In this letter, with a one-dimensional (1-D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation
model, we have successfully reproduced multiband chorus waves. During the simulation, the significant
density fluctuation is driven by the fluctuating electric field along the wave vector of the pump wave (lower
band chorus), which canbedirectly observed in this self-consistent plasma system. Then, the secondharmonic
of the pump whistler-mode wave (upper band chorus) is generated. After quantitatively analyzing resonant
conditions amongwave numbers, we can confirm that the generation is caused due to the coupling between
the pump wave and the density fluctuation along its wave vector. The third harmonic can also be excited
through lowerbandcascade if thepumpwhistler-modewavehas a sufficiently largeamplitude.Our simulation
results not only provide a theoretical support to themechanism of lower band cascade to generatemultiband
chorus but also propose a new pattern of evolution for whistler-mode waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere.

1. Introduction

Whistler-mode chorus waves are important electromagnetic emissions in the Earth’s magnetosphere, which
have been commonly believed to account for both the source of relativistic (~MeV) electrons in the Van Allen
radiation belt [Reeves et al., 2013; Thorne et al., 2013;Mourenas et al., 2014] and the precipitation of low-energy
(~10 keV) electrons into the Earth’s atmosphere [Thorne et al., 2010; Ni et al., 2011; Nishimura et al., 2013].
Chorus waves are generated through the cyclotron resonance with injected plasma sheet electrons in the
inner magnetosphere [Li et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2014b; Fu et al., 2014], and their main source region is located
near the magnetic equator [LeDocq et al., 1998; Santolik et al., 2005; Li et al., 2009]. Chorus waves are usually
detected in the frequency range of 0.1–0.8 fce (fce is the equatorial electron gyrofrequency), which typically
exhibit three kinds of time-frequency spectrogram [Li et al., 2011, 2012]: rising tone, falling tone, and hiss-like
emission. What is very intriguing is that there is usually a power gap near 0.5 fce, separating chorus waves into
two bands [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974;Omura et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2014]: lower band (0.1–0.5 fce)
and upper band (0.5–0.8 fce).

Recently, based on the analysis of two chorus events observed by Time History of Events and Macroscale
Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) satellites in the Earth’s radiation belt, Gao et al. [2016a] found that
in two events the frequency of upper band chorus is about twice that of lower band chorus, and such a kind
of chorus waves is called as multiband chorus waves. A generation mechanism for multiband chorus waves
known as lower band cascade was also proposed, where upper band chorus is excited due to the wave-wave
coupling between lower band chorus and the density fluctuation caused by the fluctuating electric field
along the wave vector of lower band chorus. In this letter, with a one-dimensional (1-D) particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulation model, we demonstrate that upper band chorus can be generated thorough lower band cas-
cade and multiband chorus waves observed in the radiation belt can be explained by such mechanism. The
amplitude ratios among harmonic waves and the pump wave are also investigated.

2. 1-D PIC Simulation Model and Initialization

A 1-D PIC simulation model with periodic boundary condition is employed to study lower band cascade,
which only allows spatial variations in the x direction. The model retains full dynamics of electrons and
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protons by solving the relativistic
motion equation of single-charged
particle driven by the Lorentz force.
The electric and magnetic fields are
defined on grids and obtained by
integrating the time-dependent
Maxwell equations with a full explicit
“Leapfrog” algorithm [Birdsall and
Langdon, 1991]. The PIC simulation
models have been widely employed
in various research on space plasmas
[Fu et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2010;Du et al.,

2011]. It is reasonable to investigate the nonlinear evolution of whistler-mode waves with 1-D PIC model,
since lower band cascade is a quasi-one-dimensional physical process along the wave vector of pump waves
[Gao et al., 2016a]. The background magnetic field B0 is lying in the x-z plane,B0 ¼ B0 cosθx̂ þ sinθẑð Þ, where
θ is the angle between the x axis and the background magnetic field. In the simulation model, the uniform
and magnetized plasma consists of three components, cold electrons, cold protons, and hot electrons, which
all satisfy the Maxwellian velocity distribution.

In this simulation, the units of space and time are the electron inertial length λe= c/ωpe (c andωpe are the light

speed and plasma frequency, respectively) and the inverse of electron gyrofrequencyΩ�1
e , respectively. The

number of grid cells is nx=2048, and its size is set as Δx= 0.036λe, which means that there are 10 wave
lengths in the simulation box. In order to reduce background noise to a very low level, we uniformly
put on average 40,000 macroparticles in every cell for each species. The time step is ΩeΔt= 0.005. If we
assume the background magnetic field to be B0 = 150 nT at L≈ 6, and the plasma density to be
n0 = 5 cm� 3, which is a typical value in the Earth’s magnetosphere [Gao et al., 2014c], then the light speed
will be c=4.78VAe (VAe ¼ B0=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ0n0me

p
is the electron Alfven speed, where n0 is the plasma density), or

equivalently, the ratio of the electron plasma frequency ωpe to gyrofrequency Ωe is 4.78. Other important
plasma and wave parameters in this simulation have been listed in Table 1. This initial setup has been
obtained from the linear theory model based on the Vlasov-Maxwell equations described in Kennel’s paper
[1966]. It is worth noting that the system is initialized only with a pump monochromatic whistler-mode wave
propagating along the x axis. The pump wave is set up by assigning fluctuating wave fields on each grid and

fluctuating bulk velocity to each particle in the form of Aiei k0xþϕið Þ (Ai and ϕi are the related parameter and its
initial phase, respectively) along the x axis. It should be noted that the frequency chirping of chorus waves is
related to the inhomogeneity of the background magnetic field [Omura et al., 2008; Tao et al., 2014], but a
homogeneous magnetic field is used in our simulation. In this paper, we only focus on the generation of
harmonic waves of a pump monochromatic whistler-mode wave through lower band cascade.

3. Simulation Results

Figure 1 exhibits the time evolution of whistler-mode waves, including (a) the k-t spectrogram of the trans-
verse fluctuating magnetic field δB⊥ with respect to the wave vector, (b) the ω - t spectrogram of δB⊥, and
(c) the dispersion relation of whistler-mode waves. Here the transverse fluctuating magnetic field is defined

as δB⊥ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δB2y þ δB2z

q
. In all panels, the pump wave and its second harmonic are denoted by “PW” and “SH,”

respectively. Initially, a pump whistler-mode wave with a wave number k0VAe/Ωe≈ 0.86 is set up in the sys-
tem. Meanwhile, we can find that one whistler-mode wave with k≈ 2k0 begins to grow and reaches its satura-

tion stage at about 150 Ω�1
e (Figure 1a). This multiband spectrum is quite similar to the multiband chorus

event reported in the work by Gao et al. [2016a, Figure 1]. In Figure 1b, there are also two bands shown in
the ω� t spectrogram, which are separated by 0.5Ωe. Here in order to get a higher-frequency resolution,

we conduct the sliding short-time Fourier analysis with a window size of 200Ω�1
e , which thus results in the

occurrence of upper band waves from the very beginning in Figure 1b. The dispersion relation shown in
Figure 1c also confirms that the second harmonic of the pump whistler-mode wave is successfully repro-
duced in this simulation. Besides, the generated waves propagate in the same direction as the pump
whistler-mode wave, which is also consistent with observations [Gao et al., 2016a].

Table 1. Some Initial Parameters in the Simulation Modela

Parameter Value Parameter Value

nc/n0 0.9 mp/me 1836
vtc/VAe 6 × 10� 2 ω0/Ωe 0.3
nh/n0 0.1 k0VAe/Ωe 0.86
vth/VAe 0.4 θ 45o

vtp/VAe 1.4 × 10� 3 δByz/B0 0.02

aThese parameters include cold electron density nc/n0; cold electron
thermal velocity vtc/VAe; hot electron density nh/n0; hot electron thermal
velocity vth/VAe; proton thermal velocity vtp/VAe; proton to electron mass
ratio mp/me; and wave frequency ω0/Ωe, wave number k0VAe/Ωe, wave
normal angle θ, and magnetic amplitude δByz/B0 of the pump wave.
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Figure 2 represents (a) the k-t spectro-
gram of the wave electric field δEx
along the wave vector, (b) the k-t
spectrogram of the electron density
fluctuation δne, and (c) the dispersion
relation of δne. The distinct property
of oblique whistler-mode waves is
the existence of the fluctuating elec-
tric field along the wave vector of the
pump wave, which can be clearly
observed in Figure 2a. The density
fluctuation along the wave vector of
the pump wave is then driven quickly
by the wave electric field, whose
dominant wave number also turns
up at about k0 (Figure 2b). The density
fluctuation shown here has been
considered to play a key role in lower
band cascade, but it cannot be
directlymeasuredby current satellites
in the Earth’s magnetosphere [Gao
et al., 2016a]. The dispersion relation
of the density fluctuation displayed in
Figure 2c further suggests that this
density fluctuation should be caused
by the pump whistler-mode wave,
since it processes nearly the same
wave number, frequency, and propa-
gating direction as the pump wave.

The resonant conditions between dif-
ferent wave modes during the non-
linear evolution of the pump
whistler-mode wave are also checked
below. The bicoherence index is a
powerful method to quantitatively
measure the phase coupling among
three wave modes, which has been
commonly applied in many previous
works [van Milligen et al., 1995;
Nariyuki and Hada, 2006; Nariyuki
et al., 2009; Gao et al., 2014a; Gao
et al., 2016a]. In this letter, the bico-
herence index bc is defined as

δne kneð ÞBy kBy
� �

B�y kwð Þ
D E��� ���2=
δne kneð ÞBy kBy

� ��� ��2D E
B�y kwð Þ
��� ���2

� �

(where kw= kne+ kBy, kne, and kBy are
wave numbers of the fluctuating

electron density and magnetic field and the bracket h � � � i denotes an average over the 10Ω�1
e internal), and

δne(kne) and δBy(kBy) have been obtained through the Fourier analysis. The bc value ranges from 0 to 1, where
an value of 1 means a strong resonance and a value of 0 means no resonant coupling. Figure 3a presents the
bicoherence indices for Ωet=110� 120. The time interval is chosen just after the second harmonic can be

Figure 1. (a) The k-t spectrogram of perpendicular fluctuating magnetic
fields (δB⊥/B0) obtained from the fast Fourier transform, (b) the ω� t spec-
trogram of δB⊥/B0 obtained by the short-time Fourier analysis, and (c) the
dispersion relation of whistler-mode waves obtained from two-dimensional
Fourier transform of δB⊥/B0. In all panels, the pump wave and its second
harmonic are denoted by PW and SH, respectively. The 0.5Ωe is marked by
the white dashed line in Figure 1b.
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clearly observed. In the panel, when
the value of the bicoherence index is
near 1, it means that there is a very
strong resonance among kne, kBy,
and kw (i.e., kne+ kBy). As shown in
Figure 3a, there is a strong coupling
among kneVAe/Ωe≈ 0.86, kByVAe/Ω

e≈ 0.86, and kwVAe/Ωe≈ 1.72 during
Ωet= 110� 120 with bc≈ 0.6. This
convincingly demonstrates that the
second harmonic of the pump
whistler-mode wave is generated
due to the coupling between the
pump wave and the density fluctua-
tion. The temporal profiles of the
magnetic intensity δB⊥/B0 for the
pump whistler-mode wave k0 (solid
black line) and its second harmonic 2
k0 (dashed black line) have been illu-
strated in Figure 3b, respectively.
Note that the amplitudeof the second
harmonic has been artificially ampli-
fied by 10 times for visualization pur-
pose. Initially, there is only the pump
wave with the amplitude δB⊥/
B0≈ 0.02 in the system. Then, the sec-
ond harmonic of the pump wave
starts to increase from the noise level,
while the amplitude of the pump
wave slowly decreases. It indicates
that the energy of the pump whistler-
mode wave is gradually transferred
to the higher-frequency whistler-
mode waves. The second harmonic
reaches itsmaximumwave amplitude
(δB⊥/B0≈ 0.00035) at about Ωet= 150,
which is roughly one and half orders
smaller than that of the pump
whistler-mode wave.

We also perform another simulation
run with ω0/Ωe= 0.2, k0VAe/Ωe=0.63,
θ =45o, and δByz/B0 = 5%, which is
assumed at a large L= 11 with the
background magnetic field B0≈ 40 nT
and the plasma density n0≈ 0.4cm

� 3.
Figure 4 shows the time evolution of whistler-modewaves, including (a) the k-t spectrogram of the transverse
fluctuatingmagneticfield δB⊥with respect to thewavevector, (b) theω� t spectrogramofδB⊥, and (c) themag-
netic amplitudesδB⊥of thepumpwave (PW), its secondharmonic (SH), and its thirdharmonic (TH).What ismost
interesting is that after thesecondharmonicobtainsasufficiently largewaveamplitude, the thirdharmonicalso
begins to grow at Ωet≈ 150 (Figure 4a). As a result, there are three bands observed in either k-t (Figure 4a) or
ω� t (Figure 4b) spectrogram,which isquite similar to the strongmultibandchorus event reportedbyGaoetal.
[2016a, Figure 5]. Besides, as shown in Figure 4c, the amplitude of the second harmonic is always 1–2 orders

Figure 2. (a) The k-t spectrogram of wave electric fields δEx/B0VAe along the
wave vector, (b) the k-t spectrogram of electron density fluctuations δne/n0,
and (c) the dispersion relation of electron density fluctuations obtained from
two-dimensional Fourier transform of δne/n0.
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smaller than that of the pump whistler wave, while the amplitude ratio between second and third harmonics
can become within an order of magnitude during the simulation.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

In this letter, with a 1-D PIC simulation model, we have studied the nonlinear evolution of a nonparallel
whistler-mode wave. The lower band cascade mechanism has been successfully verified. The significant den-
sity fluctuation involved in the lower band cascade is driven by the fluctuating electric field along the wave
vector of the pump wave, which can be clearly observed in our simulation. Based on the analysis of resonant
conditions among wave numbers, it is shown that the second harmonic of the pump whistler-mode wave is
generated due to the coupling between the pump wave and the density fluctuation along its wave vector,
while the third harmonic may also be excited through lower band cascade if the pump whistler-mode wave
has a sufficiently large amplitude. Therefore, our simulation results verify that lower band cascade proposed
in Gao et al. [2016a] provides a mechanism to generate multiband chorus.

In this simulation, the pump whistler-mode wave are cascaded not only to its second harmonic (Figure 1) but
also to its third harmonic (Figure 4), and these waves have the same propagating direction. Note that the
density fluctuation is caused by the fluctuating electric field along the wave vector, which is consistent with
the compressibility of the oblique whistler-mode wave. The precise nonlinear mechanism leading to the
observed lower band cascade and the generation of what looks like a second harmonic of the pump chorus
wave still remains unclear at this stage. However, our simulation results agree well with recent observations in
the magnetosphere. A full nonlinear theoretical analysis of present results is left for a future work. Our results
are quite similar to the multiband chorus event reported by Gao et al. [2016a; Figures 1 and 5]. Besides,
according to their observations, the amplitude of the second harmonic of the lower band chorus wave is
observed to be 1–2 orders smaller than that of the lower band chorus wave, while the amplitude of the third
harmonic is also 1–2 orders smaller than that of the second harmonic. As shown in Figures 3b and 4c, the
amplitude ratio of the second harmonic to the pump wave in the simulation is quite consistent with the
observation shown in Gao et al. [2016a]. However, the amplitude ratio of the third harmonic to the second
harmonic is changing significantly with the time, from ~0.1 to ~0.4 (Figure 4). This may indicate that the third
harmonic is not necessarily much weaker (< 10� 1) than the second harmonic for multiband chorus waves,
but this is still needed to be verified in further observations.

The frequency chirping is an important characteristic of chorus waves, which is related to the inhomogeneity
of the backgroundmagnetic field [Omura et al., 2008; Tao et al., 2014], and it cannot be studied with the simu-
lation model in this letter. Here a homogeneous magnetic field is used in the simulation model, and we focus
on the generation of harmonics of a pump monochromatic whistler-mode wave without frequency chirping.
Our results provide a theoretic support for the generation of multiband chorus waves through lower band
cascade and also imply that lower band cascade is a general nonlinear process for whistler-mode waves
regardless of their time-frequency structures. Therefore, lower band cascade should be observed not only

Figure 3. (a) The bicoherence indices among density fluctuations (kne) and whistler-mode waves (kBy) for Ωet = 110� 120
and (b) the temporal profiles of the magnetic intensity δB⊥/B0 for the pumpwhistler-mode wave k0 (black solid line) and its
second harmonic 2 k0 (black dashed line). Here the amplitude of the second harmonic has been artificially amplified by 10
times for visual clarity.
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for the discrete chorus waves as
reported in Gao et al. [2016a] but
also for the hiss-like chorus waves in
the Earth’s magnetosphere. In this
regime, as chorus waves propagate
away from their source region (i.e.,
magnetic equator), their energy may
be transported to higher-frequency
channels via lower band cascade
due to the increase of the wave
normal angle, if the wave amplitude
is still sufficiently large.

Recently, rising tones of lower band
chorus have been thoroughly studied
by means of theories [Omura et al.,
2008], simulations [Omura et al.,
2008; Fu et al., 2014], and observa-
tions [Santolik et al., 2003; Li et al.,
2011, 2012, 2013; Gao et al., 2014b,
2016b], but the generation of upper
band chorus, or equivalently the
power gap between lower and upper
bands at about 0.5 fce, still remains a
mystery. Although some potential
mechanisms have been proposed to
explain the generation of upper band
chorus waves and the formation of
the power minimum at 0.5 fce, such
as a strong damping at 0.5 fce
[Omura et al., 2009], different source
regions [Bell et al., 2009], and differ-
ent free energy sources [Fu et al.,
2014], they are still under debate
and lack direct observational evi-
dences. Combined with the observa-
tional study by Gao et al. [2016a],
our simulation results may provide
an explanation for the generation of
one kind of upper band chorus,
whose amplitude is smaller than that
of upper band chorus as reported in
Santolik et al. [2003], and also pro-
pose a fresh view of the nonlinear
evolution of whistler-mode waves in
the Earth’s magnetosphere.
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